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Abstract 

Philanthropy is constantly evolving, and some traditional philanthropic institutions may need to 
rethink their strategies to attract the next generation of donors. The younger generation of 
donors tends to value the broader concept of social impact through many aspects of their lives, 
rather than traditional philanthropy alone. One trendy giving vehicle, with extensive growth in 
the last few years, are donor-advised funds (DAFs). This research is an analysis of 
California-based community foundations and their approaches to working with DAF donors. 
Donor-advised funds are a popular subject today in the nonprofit world, but in fact, they were 
originally established in the 1930s by community foundations. The DAF landscape has changed, 
particularly in the last thirty years, with new competition and evolving technology, which has 
changed the nature of donor engagement and stewardship. While the majority of growth has 
been seen in the commercial sector, it is important to understand how this changing landscape 
impacts community foundations. Every community foundation has different strategies and 
goals and emphasizing DAFs may or may not be a priority. By analyzing the websites of different 
community foundations and scoring them on efficiency and effectiveness indicators, the 
different approaches become clear. This research may indicate which type of community 
foundation is best prepared for the future of philanthropy, and show those falling short how 
they might pivot to stay relevant. 
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Section 1. Introduction 
Philanthropy has always evolved and will continue to evolve. The next generation of 
philanthropists has far different motivations from John D. Rockefeller and Andrew 
Carnegie, who accumulated massive wealth and gave it away to establish institutions in 
their names. Philanthropy as a concept is no longer just about donating to charities but 
instead encompasses the broader concept of social impact. Many traditional 
philanthropic institutions will need to rethink strategies to stay financially secure and 
impactful, given the changing technology and new competition attracting donors.  
 
This project seeks to better understand one trendy giving vehicle, donor-advised funds 
(DAFs), in relation to community foundations within California. While DAFs are 
frequently discussed today in philanthropy and nonprofit news, they have actually been 
around for nearly 90 years. This philanthropic tool may not be new, but it has become 
increasingly popular, and people in the nonprofit sector have taken notice. Like the 
changing mindset of donors, the nonprofit sector has evolved to be more strategic and 
results-oriented, seeking a collective impact. As DAFs continue to develop, it will be 
important to reconcile with these dynamics in philanthropy.  
 
More and more wealthy people are trying to figure out how to make the biggest impact 
through philanthropy. They are not experts in community issues, so they often need 
advice from professionals who can guide them towards effective nonprofits. The role of 
community foundations has continued to evolve for over 100 years. With the initial 
surging growth of DAFs in the early and mid-2000s, many community foundations 
wanted to harness the power of donor-choice, making donor services a priority (Graves 
et al., 2014). Now the shift has really centered around impact, with many community 
foundations striving to take on more of a community leadership role. 
 
Despite these general landscape shifts, community foundations still have different 
strategies and goals, and emphasizing DAFs may or may not be a priority. Each 
community foundation is unique because of its history, population, regional issues, and 
numerous other factors. This research is intended to look at the external approaches 
that community foundations take to engage donors. By analyzing the websites of 
different community foundations and mapping out their scores related to efficiency and 
effectiveness indicators, the different approaches become clear. This research may 
indicate which type of community foundation is best prepared for the future of 
philanthropy, and show those falling short how they might pivot to stay relevant. 
 
By focusing on community foundations, this research is only looking at a small segment 
of DAFs. Community foundations only hold 28% of the total DAF assets in the United 
States (see figure 1).  
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Figure 1: 2018 Total Donor-Advised Fund Assets by Sponsor Type 

 
Source: Author’s creation with data from the  

National Philanthropic Trust’s 2019 Donor-Advised Fund Report 
 
Despite being a smaller portion of the pie for donor-advised funds, looking at 
community foundations is still important, as they are the pioneers of DAFs. All DAF 
sponsors will likely face the repercussions of the changing landscape and sentiment 
around DAFs. Community foundations have over $30 billion in assets (see figure 2), and 
over the past couple of years, their payout rates have been between 16-20% of total 
assets (National Philanthropic Trust’s 2019 Donor-Advised Fund Report).  
 

Figure 2: Total Donor-Advised Fund Assets, Gifts, and Grants in Community Foundations 

 
Source: Columbus Survey Results, 2018 

 
This report begins with a review of the literature around community foundations and 
donor-advised funds, which led to the research questions of this paper. Next, the 
methodology is explained before looking at the results of the quantitative content 
 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.nptrust.org_wp-2Dcontent_uploads_2019_11_2019-2DDonor-2DAdvised-2DFund-2DReport-2DNPT.pdf&d=DwMFAg&c=qgVugHHq3rzouXkEXdxBNQ&r=7PbRGta8WD64zB1LXs9j63lFuYkmTpQdZrv4yfWmVWo&m=8F9RPi3UPzqdoCiDCahjACc39xQNnLUSYiyYzGj-kWk&s=koeHin9_UPGPF60-x3ffhHGGSMHlyjXixCd2YQbaWNE&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.nptrust.org_wp-2Dcontent_uploads_2019_11_2019-2DDonor-2DAdvised-2DFund-2DReport-2DNPT.pdf&d=DwMFAg&c=qgVugHHq3rzouXkEXdxBNQ&r=7PbRGta8WD64zB1LXs9j63lFuYkmTpQdZrv4yfWmVWo&m=8F9RPi3UPzqdoCiDCahjACc39xQNnLUSYiyYzGj-kWk&s=koeHin9_UPGPF60-x3ffhHGGSMHlyjXixCd2YQbaWNE&e=
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analysis and the qualitative expert interviews. Finally, the implications of these results 
lead to some recommendations for community foundations to consider in their next 
evolutionary phase. 
 

Section 2: Literature Review 
Defining Community Foundations and Donor-Advised Funds 
Community foundations have been around for 106 years in the United States, and 
donor-advised funds have existed within community foundations for nearly 90 of those 
years. Looking at the history of community foundations is useful in order to understand 
their purpose within their communities. This will make it more clear how donor-advised 
funds work in conjunction with community foundations and their overarching missions.  
 
The Council on Foundations defined community foundations as “grantmaking public 
charities that are dedicated to improving the lives of people in a defined local 
geographic area” (2020). Community foundations pool together funds from 
corporations and individuals in order to support nonprofit organizations in their 
communities. As of 2014, there were approximately 795 community foundations in the 
U.S., and they range in size from less than $1 million to over $8 billion in assets 
(Foundation Center, 2014). In 2018, the largest 50 community foundations nationwide 
held over $86 billion in assets, of which around 17% lies in 50 California-based 
community foundations (Columbus Survey Results, 2018). 
 
The first community foundation was established in 1914 in Cleveland, Ohio. Before the 
existence of community foundations, when donors established charitable trusts, it 
would be difficult to change the charitable purpose of these trusts once the donor was 
deceased, even if the original purpose was no longer feasible to fund (Colinvaux, 2017a). 
To get around this issue, a committee of “prominent local public officials and 
community leaders” would be formed, which would then “change the purpose of the 
trust and make distributions if the donor’s intent became obsolete or conditions 
changed” (Colinvaux, 2017a, p. 8). This was the original iteration of a community 
foundation, which essentially enabled the redistribution of charitable funds to the most 
pressing community needs. While community foundations were focused on long term 
philanthropy, usually through bequests, other organizations, like the United Way, 
focused on immediate community needs (Colinvaux, 2017a). 
 
Donor-advised funds are defined as:  
 

“A philanthropic giving vehicle administered by a charitable sponsor. A 
donor-advised fund allows donors to establish and fund the account by making 
irrevocable, tax-deductible contributions to the charitable sponsor. Donors then 
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recommend grants from those funds to other charitable organizations” (National 
Philanthropic Trust’s 2019 Donor-Advised Fund Report). 

 
The story of donor-advised funds began in the 1930s at community foundations, where 
donated funds were managed by the foundation, and the original donor could remain 
involved with dispersing those funds (Colinvaux, 2017b). However, “DAFs remained 
relatively obscure until the rise of the national sponsoring organization (NSO) in the 
1990s. NSOs are public charities with a national focus that administer DAFs as their main 
activity” (Colinvaux 2017b, p. 45).  
 
There are three different kinds of donor-advised fund sponsors: national sponsors, 
community foundations, and single-issue charities. Fawcett and Jacobs (2019) broke 
down the different characteristics of each. In their discussion about the NSOs, they 
describe the approach this type of DAF sponsor, “Generally, commercial gift funds may 
offer personalized grantmaking services to higher-dollar donors; however, most do not 
offer local or funding issue expertise and support, nor do they offer networking 
opportunities with other donors” (Fawcett and Jacobs, 2019, par. 20). Community 
foundations, on the other hand, “have deep knowledge of community needs and 
organizations successfully addressing those needs. They have the ability to vet local 
nonprofit organizations, and they freely share their local knowledge, expertise, and 
connections with donors” (Fawcett and Jacobs, 2019, par. 6). 
 
As of 2018, community foundations had over 77,000 donor-advised fund accounts, with 
assets totaling $33.87 billion (National Philanthropic Trust’s 2019 Donor-Advised Fund 
Report). The number of DAF accounts at community foundations continues to grow 
steadily (see table 1), but not nearly as rapidly as at the national sponsoring 
organizations (see table 2). “The number of individual donor-advised fund accounts at 
National Charities grew to 593,356 in 2018 from 339,008 in 2017, an increase of 75 
percent” (National Philanthropic Trust’s 2019 Donor-Advised Fund Report). Cantor 
(2018) reflected that:  
 

“most of the growth in donor-advised funds has been occurring not at 
community foundations, but at commercial DAF sponsors such as Fidelity 
Charitable and its dozens of financial services siblings. Community foundations 
find themselves uncomfortable partners and competitors with a set of 
institutions that hold vastly different values and incentives” (par. 12).  

 
 
 
 
 

 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.nptrust.org_wp-2Dcontent_uploads_2019_11_2019-2DDonor-2DAdvised-2DFund-2DReport-2DNPT.pdf&d=DwMFAg&c=qgVugHHq3rzouXkEXdxBNQ&r=7PbRGta8WD64zB1LXs9j63lFuYkmTpQdZrv4yfWmVWo&m=8F9RPi3UPzqdoCiDCahjACc39xQNnLUSYiyYzGj-kWk&s=koeHin9_UPGPF60-x3ffhHGGSMHlyjXixCd2YQbaWNE&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.nptrust.org_wp-2Dcontent_uploads_2019_11_2019-2DDonor-2DAdvised-2DFund-2DReport-2DNPT.pdf&d=DwMFAg&c=qgVugHHq3rzouXkEXdxBNQ&r=7PbRGta8WD64zB1LXs9j63lFuYkmTpQdZrv4yfWmVWo&m=8F9RPi3UPzqdoCiDCahjACc39xQNnLUSYiyYzGj-kWk&s=koeHin9_UPGPF60-x3ffhHGGSMHlyjXixCd2YQbaWNE&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.nptrust.org_wp-2Dcontent_uploads_2019_11_2019-2DDonor-2DAdvised-2DFund-2DReport-2DNPT.pdf&d=DwMFAg&c=qgVugHHq3rzouXkEXdxBNQ&r=7PbRGta8WD64zB1LXs9j63lFuYkmTpQdZrv4yfWmVWo&m=8F9RPi3UPzqdoCiDCahjACc39xQNnLUSYiyYzGj-kWk&s=koeHin9_UPGPF60-x3ffhHGGSMHlyjXixCd2YQbaWNE&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.nptrust.org_wp-2Dcontent_uploads_2019_11_2019-2DDonor-2DAdvised-2DFund-2DReport-2DNPT.pdf&d=DwMFAg&c=qgVugHHq3rzouXkEXdxBNQ&r=7PbRGta8WD64zB1LXs9j63lFuYkmTpQdZrv4yfWmVWo&m=8F9RPi3UPzqdoCiDCahjACc39xQNnLUSYiyYzGj-kWk&s=koeHin9_UPGPF60-x3ffhHGGSMHlyjXixCd2YQbaWNE&e=
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Table 1: Community Foundation Total Reported Assets, Gifts, and Grants 2009-2018 

 
Source: Columbus Survey Results, 2018 

 
Table 2: Total Donor-Advised Fund Assets by Sponsor Type 

 
Source: Author’s creation with data from the  

National Philanthropic Trust’s 2019 Donor-Advised Fund Report 
 
During a 2018 webinar discussing Giving USA’s Special Report on Donor-Advised Funds, 
Pam Norley, president of Fidelity Charitable, noted that 50% of accounts are less than 
$25,000. She also mentioned that Fidelity Charitable’s mission is to broker philanthropy, 
taking a high tech, app-based approach that makes it easy to give, “similar to shopping 
on Amazon.” From a higher-level perspective, the average size of donor-advised funds 
at national charities is $121,937 as of 2018 (National Philanthropic Trust’s 2019 
Donor-Advised Fund Report). In comparison, the average size of donor-advised funds at 

 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.nptrust.org_wp-2Dcontent_uploads_2019_11_2019-2DDonor-2DAdvised-2DFund-2DReport-2DNPT.pdf&d=DwMFAg&c=qgVugHHq3rzouXkEXdxBNQ&r=7PbRGta8WD64zB1LXs9j63lFuYkmTpQdZrv4yfWmVWo&m=8F9RPi3UPzqdoCiDCahjACc39xQNnLUSYiyYzGj-kWk&s=koeHin9_UPGPF60-x3ffhHGGSMHlyjXixCd2YQbaWNE&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.nptrust.org_wp-2Dcontent_uploads_2019_11_2019-2DDonor-2DAdvised-2DFund-2DReport-2DNPT.pdf&d=DwMFAg&c=qgVugHHq3rzouXkEXdxBNQ&r=7PbRGta8WD64zB1LXs9j63lFuYkmTpQdZrv4yfWmVWo&m=8F9RPi3UPzqdoCiDCahjACc39xQNnLUSYiyYzGj-kWk&s=koeHin9_UPGPF60-x3ffhHGGSMHlyjXixCd2YQbaWNE&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.nptrust.org_wp-2Dcontent_uploads_2019_11_2019-2DDonor-2DAdvised-2DFund-2DReport-2DNPT.pdf&d=DwMFAg&c=qgVugHHq3rzouXkEXdxBNQ&r=7PbRGta8WD64zB1LXs9j63lFuYkmTpQdZrv4yfWmVWo&m=8F9RPi3UPzqdoCiDCahjACc39xQNnLUSYiyYzGj-kWk&s=koeHin9_UPGPF60-x3ffhHGGSMHlyjXixCd2YQbaWNE&e=
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community foundations was $438,561 in 2018 (National Philanthropic Trust’s 2019 
Donor-Advised Fund Report).  
 
Depending on the sponsoring organization, DAFs look quite different. However, the 
incredible growth of DAFs at the national sponsoring organizations impacts all other 
sponsoring organizations, including community foundations.  
 
Changing DAF Landscape  
The largest change in the DAF landscape occurred when private financial institutions 
started creating public charities with the sole purpose of administering DAFs. Fidelity 
Charitable opened in 1991, and other financial institutions followed in creating public 
foundations and began heavily marketing DAFs to their existing client base. This brought 
about scrutiny related to the actual public benefit these charities were providing. As 
Colinvaux (2017b) described: “Because funds raised by the NSO typically are managed 
by the commercial entity that shares the NSO’s name, there is a question whether the 
public purpose of raising funds for charity or the private benefit that flows to the 
commercial firm is dominant” (p. 47).  
 
The first DAF legislation was enacted by Congress in 2006 as part of the Pension 
Protection Act, requiring grant distributions to go to other public charities (Colinvaux, 
2017b). These regulations apply to all DAFs, regardless of sponsoring organization type.  
However, the regulations for DAFs are still quite minimal, and “Critics of DAFs contend 
that DAFs face an inherent conflict of interest, hoard money, and should be subject to 
greater regulation” (Colinvaux, 2017b, p. 50). There continues to be much criticism 
around DAFs lacking transparency and accountability, and they remain a controversial 
topic to many.  
 
However, it is important to recognize that the growing popularity of DAFs makes it likely 
that they are here to stay. In the National Philanthropic Trust’s 2019 DAF Report, 
“Grants from donor-advised fund accounts at community foundations totaled $6.59 
billion in 2018, up from $5.98 billion granted in 2017—a 10.2 percent increase. The 
compound annual growth rate from 2014 to 2018 was 13.3 percent” (NPT 2019 DAF 
Report). 
 
Madoff (2018) provided an explanation for the recent growth of donor-advised funds: 
  

“DAF sponsors earn fees for the management of DAF funds. Ever since financial 
services companies have begun creating DAF sponsors, they have used their 
considerable marketing skills to fuel their growth. In addition, because individual 
financial advisors are also able to profit from managing DAF funds, their 
influence has assisted the growth of DAFs, as well. This increased public 

 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.nptrust.org_wp-2Dcontent_uploads_2019_11_2019-2DDonor-2DAdvised-2DFund-2DReport-2DNPT.pdf&d=DwMFAg&c=qgVugHHq3rzouXkEXdxBNQ&r=7PbRGta8WD64zB1LXs9j63lFuYkmTpQdZrv4yfWmVWo&m=8F9RPi3UPzqdoCiDCahjACc39xQNnLUSYiyYzGj-kWk&s=koeHin9_UPGPF60-x3ffhHGGSMHlyjXixCd2YQbaWNE&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.nptrust.org_wp-2Dcontent_uploads_2019_11_2019-2DDonor-2DAdvised-2DFund-2DReport-2DNPT.pdf&d=DwMFAg&c=qgVugHHq3rzouXkEXdxBNQ&r=7PbRGta8WD64zB1LXs9j63lFuYkmTpQdZrv4yfWmVWo&m=8F9RPi3UPzqdoCiDCahjACc39xQNnLUSYiyYzGj-kWk&s=koeHin9_UPGPF60-x3ffhHGGSMHlyjXixCd2YQbaWNE&e=
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awareness of DAFs has fueled the growth of all DAF contributions, not just those 
associated with the financial services industry” (par. 7).  
 

Clearly, it was the proliferation of national sponsoring organizations that brought 
increased attention to DAFs. Although much of this attention has been negative, the 
following section will first look at the positive ways in which the DAF landscape has 
changed. 
 

Positive Impacts. Rooney (2017) provided an analysis of DAFs to determine how 
they are changing the philanthropic landscape. He outlines the primary reason for the 
growing popularity of DAFs, namely their flexibility, which allows donors to earmark 
funds for charity without timing pressure, their ability to offset high earning years, and 
their anonymity allowing donors to bypass traditional philanthropic stewardship if they 
want. One reason for their growing popularity is that “Commercial charitable gift funds 
are providing DAFs at extremely low price points” (Kasper, Marcoux, and Ausinheiler, 
2014, p. 4). This may be attracting donors who otherwise would not have considered 
opening this kind of charitable vehicle.  
 
One publication with a positive outlook on DAFs is from the National Philanthropic 
Trust, which is a non-commercial national DAF sponsor. This organization produces a 
DAF report annually, with quantitative research related to trends in the field. When 
discussing the future of DAFs, some key trends are explained, outlining some of the 
reasons why DAFs have become so popular:  
 

“Donors find donor-advised funds convenient. Sponsors are introducing new 
models for donor-advised fund giving, including employer-sponsored 
donor-advised fund accounts that allow employees to make payroll deductions 
for charitable giving and/or for employers to match employee giving. Online 
tools like mobile apps, online transactions and credit card processing have 
facilitated donor-advised fund giving in unprecedented ways. These changes 
have led to increased accessibility for donors and charities. Lower dollar 
minimums to set up a donor-advised fund account have helped drive adoption 
for younger donors. Mobile applications that easily allow donors either to add to 
or grant from their donor-advised fund account and tools to help verify 
charitable registration for eligible grantees mean donors can respond to 
charitable impulses quickly using their donor-advised fund” (National 
Philanthropic Trust’s 2019 Donor-Advised Fund Report).  

 
One good aspect of DAFs is that they enable donors to be advised by experts on 
impactful nonprofits. Zerbe (2018) noted that:  
 

 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.nptrust.org_wp-2Dcontent_uploads_2019_11_2019-2DDonor-2DAdvised-2DFund-2DReport-2DNPT.pdf&d=DwMFAg&c=qgVugHHq3rzouXkEXdxBNQ&r=7PbRGta8WD64zB1LXs9j63lFuYkmTpQdZrv4yfWmVWo&m=8F9RPi3UPzqdoCiDCahjACc39xQNnLUSYiyYzGj-kWk&s=koeHin9_UPGPF60-x3ffhHGGSMHlyjXixCd2YQbaWNE&e=
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“Many charities that manage DAFs provide important and valuable 
support—especially those located at a number of community foundations. These 
charities that embrace managing DAFs and providing value to donors will 
highlight specific charities doing important work, foster donations, and 
encourage donors to move dollars into the hands of working charities—and also 
send out warnings of possible bad charities.” (par. 26).  

 
Colinvaux (2017a) also analyzed the changing nature of community foundations as large 
national sponsoring organizations (NSOs) have gained popularity. Community 
foundations are losing donors and are less able to accomplish their mission of 
supporting local communities with the competition now felt from DAFs through NSOs. 
He further explains: 
 

“When the DAF is part of a charity that has other goals, as with a community 
foundation or single-issue charity, the DAF is not an end in itself but an activity 
used in furtherance of those goals. As a general matter, donors to these DAF 
sponsors are attracted to the underlying mission of the sponsor, contributions 
are earmarked for a particular cause or charity, and the advice offered by donors 
should fit within the mission of the underlying charity. This was the historic 
model for the DAF” (Colinvaux, 2017b, p. 61).  
 

Colinvaux (2017b) described three different purposes of DAFs: 1.) they serve as 
equivalents to private foundations; 2.) they substitute gifts that would otherwise be 
made individually, and; 3.) they serve as a means of encouraging new donors to 
contribute more philanthropically. These different perspectives make it difficult to 
define DAFs broadly. Colinvaux (2017b) argued that community foundations serve a 
need that NSOs do not, and in order to help community foundations succeed, they must 
be treated differently from NSOs. Colinvaux (2017a) concluded that due to the different 
intentions, capacities, and procedures, community foundations should have their own 
definition, distinguishing them from commercial donor-advised funds. This would 
enable these community foundations to continue supporting the local community, 
rather than the broader national interests of their competitors.  

    
DAF Criticism. Now looking at the other side of DAFs, there is much criticism 

about their lack of transparency and accountability. This negative reaction towards DAFs 
can be highlighted by this sentiment from Andreoni (2015), who wrote that “Giving is 
rarely done for purely altruistic reasons” (p. 47). 
 
One primary criticism of DAFs is that the donors get tax benefits for their outright gift to 
a public charity (i.e. DAF sponsor), and those funds will not necessarily be distributed to 
an active nonprofit organization right away. Andreoni (2018) looked at whether U.S. tax 
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policies subsidizing DAFs results in a net positive benefit for public charities. He 
concluded that as the tax policy currently stands, there is little evidence that donors are 
giving more to charities, but instead, DAFs are used largely to avoid capital gains 
taxation (Andreoni, 2018). Ultimately, this argument is that the tax benefits are the 
primary reason behind contributing to a DAF, and these donations would be more 
valuable to nonprofit organizations if they were given immediately. 
 
Rooney (2017) described more concerns about DAFs, including slow payout rates to 
charities and the misleading nature of payout rates with double-counting of grants 
made from one sponsoring organization to another. Since private foundations have a 
minimum annual distribution requirement of 5% of total foundation assets, some argue 
that DAFs should have a similar requirement to ensure the funds ultimately go towards 
a public charity rather than sitting in the account for many years. 
 
Madoff (2018) argued that several steps needed to be taken in order to protect 
taxpayers and nonprofits from the growing popularity of DAFs. These include delaying 
charitable deductions until grants are made, requiring grants to be paid within a 
specified time period, preventing private foundations from making annual distributions 
to DAFs, and making sure that the tax deductions donors receive are equivalent to the 
amount of public good being provided (Madoff, 2018). Others have echoed many of 
these ideas as possible legislation that could make DAFs fairer to the public.  
 
These potential regulations for DAFs have the community foundations worried. Kridler 
et al. (2018), a group of community foundation leaders, stated that:  
 

“While we know the recent growth brings scrutiny, we are concerned that some 
of the most vocal critics of DAFs have not worked directly with donors to 
understand their motivations and behaviors. We fear that the most common, 
broad-brush proposals for reform would have the opposite effect these critics 
intend: less money going to charity, not more” (par. 6). 
 

On top of this, the potential administrative burden has also been cited as a reason for 
community foundation reluctance to support new DAF regulations.  
 

Other Considerations. Donor-advised funds are not black and white. The 
arguments criticizing DAFs are valid, but there is also no denying the increasing amount 
of charitable dollars being contributed to DAFs, even if they may be earmarked for some 
future date. 
 
Given the current financial crisis that has arisen due to COVID-19, it is worth 
remembering the benefit that DAFs provide during recessions. Heist and 
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Vance-McMullen (2019) recognized that donor-advised funds are increasingly popular 
and wanted to determine how grantmaking changes during periods of economic 
downturns. Their article concluded that grants continue to flow during economic 
recessions, and have on average higher payout rates than private foundations. It makes 
sense that DAFs continue giving during recessions since the funds are already 
earmarked for charitable giving. During times of financial stress, the ability for donors to 
disperse funds that were already donated provides a much-needed flow of charitable 
dollars when many other donors will need to tighten their belts. 
 
There are certainly administrative issues with DAFs. For example, Rooney (2017) noted 
that there is a lack of data on measuring DAFs, with concerns of double counting and 
differing methodologies for calculating payout rates. However, there is evidence that 
DAF advisors are making more charitable gifts than they would have without this tool. 
Even though there are accountability issues with DAFs, it is compelling to remember 
that some charitable giving would be less likely to happen without them. The anonymity 
of giving through DAFs may be a complication for traditional fundraisers, but if the end 
result is more donations to charity, perhaps this new approach from DAF advisors can 
be accepted and appreciated in a different way. 
 
One main part of the discussion of DAF legislation is the distinction between the 
different kinds of DAF sponsors.  

 
“NSOs with commercial affiliations are poised to succeed. The for-profit firm 
provides a pre-established donor base in the form of its existing customers and 
also contributes a powerful brand that both reassures existing customers and 
attracts new ones. The commercial firm also has an incentive to assist the 
related NSO because the affiliated commercial enterprise typically manages the 
charitable gift funds (for a fee), and often bases the compensation of employees 
of the commercial firm on total funds under management, including funds 
owned by the NSO” (Colinvaux, 2017b, p. 45-46).  

 
Specifically looking at community foundations, Graddy and Morgan (2006) did not find 
that community foundations had changed their strategies because of the changing DAF 
landscape with commercial funds: 
 

“The impact of this changing competitive environment on organizational strategy 
is not obvious. One might expect that the increased competition would 
encourage community foundations to focus more attention on donor services. 
However, this is not what we observe” (Graddy and Morgan, 2006, p. 617).  
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This analysis leads to the next section of this literature review, looking at overarching 
strategies used by community foundations.  
 
Differing Community Foundation Strategies and Goals  
Community foundation strategies are extremely varied, and as Ostrower (2006) stated, 
“once you’ve seen one foundation — you’ve seen one foundation” (p. 510). Depending 
on endowment size, staff size and bandwidth, and organizational mission, each 
community foundation will take a different approach to donor-advised funds. In the 
community foundation literature, there are two different articles that discussed 
categorizing the different community foundation strategies. First, there is Graddy and 
Morgan (2006), which determined three categories of foundations. Second, there is 
Graves et al. (2014), which identified four different categories of foundations. 
 
Graddy and Morgan (2006) focused their research on community foundations within 
California and their ability to make strategic plans to better impact their communities. 
They established a model of three different types of strategies: community leadership, 
matchmaking, and donor services, which broadly align with each of the different 
community foundations. Donor services foundations are “primarily positioned to build 
gift funds by serving financial planners and donors” (Graddy and Morgan, 2006, p. 607). 
In terms of marketing, “collateral material and Web page content [are] dominated by 
information about giving, and a majority of staff time [is] spent on donor relations” (p. 
608). The matchmaking foundations are primarily intermediaries between donors and 
nonprofits. The community leadership foundations are seen as the highest level of 
community foundation status, as they seek “to be a catalyst for change in the 
community by participating and leading broader conversations about new policies” (p. 
609). Graddy and Morgan concluded that older, more established foundations are more 
easily able to take on a community leadership role, which is the most effective model 
for making a larger community impact. However, they found that endowment size was 
not “found to be important drivers of strategic choice” (p. 624).  
 
Graves et al. (2014) outline four different strategies that community foundations tend to 
follow. First are the ones labeled “For Good Forever,” which do not see their 
relationships with donors as transactional at all. Instead, they want to be effective 
partners with donors to enhance grantmaking, with more of a focus on growing their 
endowments and encouraging donors to think about their long-term legacy.  
 
The second type of strategy is called “Fuel For Change,” and these foundations do 
“promote DAFs as a flexible vehicle to meet the needs of local philanthropic leaders 
with significant resources” (Graves et al., 2014, p. 40). This type of foundation is both 
positioned as a community leader but is also focused on helping donors meet their own 
priorities. This strategy does not encourage donors to give “to leadership funds, or other 
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opportunities to partner and get engaged philanthropically” (Graves et al., 2014, p. 40). 
Instead, it is more about supporting the donor’s desires.  
 
Third, there is the “Leader to Leader” strategy, which seeks to “engage donors who 
share our values, have aspirations to have impact in our community, are interested in 
partnering with us, and are able to contribute significant dollars and their own 
leadership to achieve shared goals” (Graves et al., 2014, p. 41). This strategy focuses on 
local impact and will turn away donors that are simply looking for the cheapest 
philanthropic giving vehicle. This kind of foundation will have high fees, with the donors 
understanding that this allows the foundation to support and advise them.  
 
The final community foundation approach described by Graves et al. (2014) is “Diverse, 
Global and Comprehensive.” These foundations target many types of donors by 
approaching them broadly, yet being intentional about how to communicate with the 
different segments of donors. These foundations position themselves as a 
“comprehensive resource for philanthropy and feel good about promoting [their] DAFs 
as a strong but distinct choice when compared with the flexibility and capabilities of 
other DAF providers” (Graves et al., 2014, p. 42).  
 
Between the three-category strategic framework from Graddy and Morgan (2006), and 
the four-category framework from Graves et al. (2014), it is clear that categorizing 
community foundations can be rather nuanced. Since the framework from Graves et al. 
(2014) was based on financial and organizational data that was not easily accessible, this 
research used the Graddy and Morgan (2006) framework of classifying community 
foundations as either focused on donor services, matchmaking, or community 
leadership. 
 
Classifying community foundations is sometimes obvious. Some community foundations 
make their strategies known in their messaging:  
 

“instead of offering a ‘generic’ DAF, some community foundations send clear 
messages to donors through the policies and practices they pursue. They are 
clear about the types of funds they want and don’t want and the type of 
engagement that represents success” (Graves et al., 2014, p. 31).  
 

Some community foundations may not have such a narrow focus on who would be the 
best kind of DAF donor. Nico et al. (2007) argued that:  
 

“Many community foundations welcome any and all donors and any and all 
funds. While this is consistent with a mission to advance philanthropy and serve 
donors, an open door policy can pose challenges. If the policy reflects a lack of 
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understanding of the economic implications of all funds, it may ultimately 
undermine the community foundation’s long-term ability to serve its 
community” (p. 22).  
 

Part of the reason why community foundations might be more open to accepting a 
broad range of donors is that they may be trying to build up their assets as a new 
foundation. Nico et al. (2007) noted that:  
 

“Emerging community foundations often accept small funds for two reasons: so 
donors of any financial ability can participate in community philanthropy, and so 
targeted donors can “try out” the organization. Foundations frequently cultivate 
small funds with such donors in the hopes of receiving a larger gift or bequest in 
the future. In the present, however, they must be aware of the investment 
required to administer a large number of small funds” (p. 25).  
 

Sometimes, however, targeting smaller individual donors to open DAFs might be a good 
way to begin building a relationship with donors that can lead to more fruitful 
engagement in the future. In some cases, “donors will gain confidence in the community 
foundation, grow their funds and leave bequests that yield significant grants for the 
community” (Nico et al., 2007, p. 25). However, it is also true that there are ways to 
engage donors that “may not carry the administrative burden of many individual funds” 
(p. 25).  
 
While studying community foundations and their approaches to DAFs, it is key to 
recognize that each one can have differing goals, which leads them to different 
strategies of donor engagement. Graves et al. (2014) outline six aspirations that most 
community foundations have related to DAFs: 
 

● serve as an entry point to grow flexible assets that benefit the 
community,  

● promote grantmaking to local organizations,  
● grow grantmaking dollars,  
● align grantmaking in support of community priorities and actively partner 

to address needs,  
● increase future grantmaking by building endowment while also 

supporting grantmaking today, and  
● contribute to sustainability, generating a surplus to support other areas, 

or at least covering costs (Graves et al., 2014, p. 5). 
 
Graves et al. (2014) outline some promising practices related to their DAF strategies (see 
table 3), but all of the foundations surveyed thought that more could be done. This table 
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recognizes the different approaches that community foundations take in regards to 
DAFs.  

Table 3: Promising Practices Aligned with Strategic Intents 

 
Source: Graves et al. (2014). Do More Than Grow 

 
Engagement Strategy: Efficiency and Effectiveness 
By looking at the DAF landscape, and understanding the positive and negative aspects of 
DAFs, it is now worth digging into the engagement strategies used by community 
foundations. In addition, this section will begin to address the relationship between 
efficiency and effectiveness, both in relation to foundations and more generally. When 
it comes to engagement, the Urban Institute Center on Nonprofits and Philanthropy 
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conducted a survey in 2014 about donor-advised funds at community foundations with 
the following results:  
 

● 88% of foundations report donors participate in special events sponsored by the 
community foundation  

● 81% of foundations report donors serve on the foundation’s board, or in another 
leadership role  

● 81% of foundations report donors contribute to general or other funds of the 
community foundation  

 
The survey results indicate that community foundations are largely finding ways to 
engage DAF donors in a meaningful way, showing that the relationship goes beyond the 
transactional level. During a 2018 webinar discussing Giving USA’s Special Report on 
Donor-Advised Funds, Dave Scullin, CEO of Communities Foundation of Texas, noted 
that DAF donors have a higher likelihood of giving a planned gift. There is clearly a 
spectrum of donor engagement, and not all community foundations follow the same 
strategy of working and connecting with their donors.  
 
Defining success among community foundations is difficult since each foundation has 
differing goals. Generally, the Oxford English Dictionary defines effectiveness as “the 
degree to which something is successful in producing a desired result.” The key part to 
consider is the “desired result,” which varies significantly on an individual and 
organizational level. Graddy and Morgan (2006) discussed how the donor-centric 
community foundations are “rooted in a model that measures effectiveness in terms of 
the grants made to communities” (p. 608). The matchmaking community foundations 
might look at effectiveness in terms of the ability to connect donors to local nonprofits 
that are successful in their mission to solve a community need (Graddy and Morgan, 
2006).  
 
Ostrower (2006) looked at effectiveness frameworks to understand the heterogeneity of 
the foundation space. Her “typology of frameworks does not categorize foundations 
according to any single characteristic, attitude, or practice but according to their overall 
approaches to effectiveness as reflected across a range of attitudes and behaviors” (p. 
511). Ostrower’s research looks at four different measurements of effectiveness, 
including proactive orientation, technical assistance/capacity building, social 
policy/advocacy, and internal staff development. All of these categories can be 
prioritized by foundations in their own definitions of success. This analysis further 
emphasizes the lack of an easy definition of effectiveness for community foundations.  
 
This research is not only focused on effectiveness, but also efficiency since the changing 
DAF landscape with commercial funds has led to a more simple way to do philanthropy. 
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Dictionary.com defines efficiency as the “ability to accomplish something with the least 

waste of time and effort.” This definition in relation to donor-advised funds translates to 
a cheap, fast, and easy product. From the community foundation perspective on DAFs, 
“Little by little, a host of different organizations have been chipping away at what was 
once primarily the domain of community foundations. Every service can now be 
provided by some other player in the marketplace, often better, cheaper, or faster than 
community foundations” (Kasper, Marcoux, and Ausinheiler, 2014, p. 4). 
 
Guo and Brown (2006) look at effectiveness on two levels: bringing donors in and 
dispersing grants to nonprofit organizations. The first level of effectiveness in attracting 
donors is also linked to efficiency since that is how commercial funds have been able to 
open so many DAF accounts. The second measurement of effectiveness through 
allocating funds is more similar to the commonly held view of what defines a 
foundation’s impact.  
 
While commercial funds have dominated the efficiency scale, effectiveness is more 
subjective since it depends on the organization’s goals. The efficient model of 
donor-advised funds at commercial DAF sponsors would be considered highly effective 
according to their internal parameters. However, in the nonprofit sector, effectiveness is 
often seen as equivalent to “impact.” For the scope of this research, the following 
definitions for efficiency and effectiveness were used in this project.  
 

Efficiency means attracting more charitable dollars, having a lower minimum fee 
to open a DAF, communicating clearly about DAFs, and providing a user-friendly 
experience for DAF holders. 
 
Effectiveness means granting more charitable dollars to nonprofits, educating 
donors about nonprofits, local issues, and philanthropy, and serving as a leader 
by bringing together community stakeholders. 

 
Research Questions 
The findings within the literature have led to the following research questions: 
 

1. What are the strategic approaches of California community foundations? 
1a. How do these strategies influence their work with donor-advised 
funds?  

2. What is the relationship between efficiency and effectiveness in community 
foundation donor-advised funds? 

2a. Do community foundation websites reflect the effectiveness and 
efficiency dynamics in DAFs? 
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Section 3: Methods and Approaches 
In order to better understand the landscape of community foundation DAF strategies, a 
content analysis was conducted to review practices. Websites of 30 California-based 
community foundations were analyzed. These community foundations were chosen 
because of their affiliation as members of the League of California Community 
Foundations. This affiliation means that they have a mutual understanding of the role of 
community foundations, even if they have varying strategic approaches. This group 
comes together to learn from each other and collaborate on relevant issues that they all 
face.  
 
The next step of the content analysis process was determining the classification of each 
of these community foundations by dividing them into three categories of focus areas: 
donor services, matchmaking, and community leadership. As previously noted in the 
literature review, these categories were established by Graddy and Morgan (2006), and 
are widely accepted by community foundations as an accurate delineation in strategy. 
While it is clear that many of these community foundations strive to address all three 
focus areas, several measures were used to categorize them. These community 
foundations were categorized by looking at mission statements, values statements, and 
website orientation. 
 
Classifying community foundations by these metrics is difficult. The lines between these 
three types of community foundations are blurry. Certain foundations might prioritize 
two out of three, or try to address all three. However, based on the orientation of the 
website, there are some nuanced ways to determine the strongest priority. Some 
community foundation professionals might characterize these categories as insufficient. 
One of the interviewees mentioned that the polar ends of the spectrum across 
community foundations go from donor-focused to community-focused (Orduña, 
personal communication, July 31, 2020). 
 
For the content analysis, the indicators being measured fall under the larger umbrellas 
of efficiency and effectiveness. As previously defined within the literature review, for 
the purpose of this research, efficiency relates to the ability to attract charitable dollars, 
communicating clearly about DAFs, and providing a user-friendly online experience for 
donors. This research looks at effectiveness as it relates to granting more charitable 
dollars from DAFs, educating donors about philanthropy and local nonprofits, and 
serving as a leader by bringing together community stakeholders.  
 
Additionally, nine interviews were conducted in order to provide context to the data 
found in the content analysis. The individuals approached for this interview either 
currently work or previously worked directly with DAF clients. Their job titles ranged 
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from CEO to Director of Donor Relations to Director of Philanthropic Services, and 
others in between. The terminology for professionals working with DAFs at community 
foundations is not standardized. The interviewees all work, either currently or formerly, 
for foundations with a wide range of assets, from $36 million to $8.8 billion. These 
interviews served as a means of digging deeper into the findings from the content 
analysis, to better understand why community foundations presented DAFs in the 
manner in which they were displayed on their websites.  
 

Section 4. Data Analysis 
This research was based on the notion that there are some ways that community 
foundations can achieve high impact, and this is dependent on a foundation’s ability to 
be both efficient and effective. There are four quadrants on the efficiency and 
effectiveness scale where community foundations could be situated (see figure 3). The 
high impact zone is the ideal place to land, and the low impact zone should be avoided. 
This zone that is neither efficient nor effective is where community foundations will 
struggle to remain relevant since they are neither reaching donors in an efficient way 
nor fully educating and engaging donors about key local issues. The intention of the 
content analysis is to plot where each community foundation falls on the scale. 
 

Figure 3: Four Quadrants of Efficiency and Effectiveness 

 
Source: Author’s creation 

Content Analysis 
The content analysis was conducted by reviewing the websites of 30 California-based 
community foundations. A set of indicators was established (see Appendix A), and each 
foundation was given a score for each indicator. There were seven indicators related to 
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efficiency and seven related to effectiveness. Each indicator was valued at one point, so 
possible scores ranged from zero to seven.  
 
The final scores were then analyzed by the community foundation classification types. 
The three classifications were: Donor Services, Matchmaking, and Community 
Leadership. The minimum score found for efficiency was 1.33, and for effectiveness was 
1.91. The maximum score found for efficiency was 6.66, and for effectiveness was 6.75. 
The mean scores for each classification are shown below in Table 4, and these results 
are also mapped out on a scatter plot in Figure 4.  
 

Table 4: Efficiency and Effectiveness Scores by Community Foundation Classification 

 Number of 
Community 
Foundations 

Mean Efficiency 
Score 

Mean 
Effectiveness 

Score 

Donor Services 12 5.34 4.74 

Matchmaking 11 3.81 4.11 

Community Leadership 7 4.84 5.62 

Source: Author’s creation 

 
Figure 4: Plot Chart of Community Foundation Efficiency and Effectiveness Scores 

 

Source: Author’s creation 
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It is interesting to see that six out of the seven community foundations that fall outside 
of the “high impact zone” are matchmaking community foundations. Based on this 
analysis, we can see that some matchmaking organizations are falling short of their 
potential. 
 
Statistical Results 
After conducting a one-way ANOVA, it was determined that donor services foundations 
were statistically significantly more efficient than matchmaking foundations, and 
community leader foundations were statistically significantly more effective than 
matchmaking foundations (see table 5).  

Table 5: Statistically Significant Efficiency and Effectiveness Scores 

 

Source: Author’s creation using Jamovi software 
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There are some limitations of this study worth noting. First, the indicators measured 
from each community foundation were scored only on what information was found on 
their website. This external assessment does not always show the full picture of the 
foundation’s engagement efforts. Some foundations may have received lower scores 
than they should have for certain indicators because perhaps they do not publish the 
information on their websites. For example, foundations with a lower minimum fund 
amount resulted in a higher score than foundations with a high minimum fund amount. 
Foundations that did not publish minimum amounts received a score of zero since there 
was no way of knowing this number. 
 
For many of these community foundations, there is certainly more engagement 
happening through individual communication with current donors. Also, if a potential 
donor called or emailed the foundation, they would be able to ask clarifying questions 
and learn more. However, this content analysis reflects what is seen by any potential 
donor on the website. While this might seem like a superficial level of assessment, it is 
still important. Especially for young donors, the website of an organization is a critical 
means of assessment.  

Expert Interviews 

The interviews conducted captured the perspectives of a variety of relevant actors in 
the community foundation and donor-advised fund space. Nine experts were 
interviewed with the intention of digging deeper into DAFs and community foundations 
to understand how practices aligned with the results of the content analysis.  

The following themes were addressed during these interviews: 

1. Community Foundation Strategies 
2. Donor Engagement 
3. Defining Success as DAF Sponsors 
4. Commercial DAF Providers Changing the Landscape 
5. Marketing and Website 
6. Efficiency and Effectiveness 

Community Foundation Strategies. The first question asked in each interview 
was related to the overall strategy that each community foundation followed, since the 
literature review revealed just how varied all community foundations are when it comes 
to priorities and goals.  
 
Two of the experts interviewed suggested that there are two kinds of community 
foundations: those that are more donor-focused and those that are more 
community-focused. The donor-centric foundations tend to view themselves purely as 
intermediaries with the intention of elevating philanthropy in their region. The 
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community-based approach is on the other end of the spectrum, where foundations 
always begin thinking about the local region first. Another distinction lies between 
community foundations that have big endowments and those that do not. Some 
interviewees believed that many community foundations want to shift into more of a 
leadership role in their communities, and having a larger endowment makes that 
possible. This shift is due to the changing DAF landscape, where commercial funds are 
able to dominate the donor-services end of the spectrum.  
 
The San Francisco Foundation is much more community-focused, as I learned from 
Ruben Orduña, Chief Philanthropy Officer. In regards to their work with donors, Orduña 
stated, “We view donors as a terrific opportunity to leverage grantmaking dollars to the 
region and to the issues we find most critical” (personal communication, July 31, 2020). 
Not only does the San Francisco Foundation focus on the region, but equally important, 
they have an opinion about the region. Orduña explained that “post COVID and George 
Floyd, that role has become increasingly important for us. Nonprofits want us to take 
the lead.” 
 
Community leadership is one of the categories of community foundations identified in 
the content analysis. This type of foundation was identified by the orientation of its 
website as well as its mission and values statements. One hypothesis related to 
endowments was that community foundations with a larger amount of assets in their 
endowment than in their donor-advised funds would be more community-focused. 
After running a series of one-way ANOVAs, the exercise showed that endowment size 
being bigger than DAF size did not automatically make a foundation 
community-focused. For example, the Marin Community Foundation has a large 
endowment through the Buck Family Fund, devoted to serving the community. Despite 
this, the foundation is considered donor-focused. Linda Sweeney, Senior Director of 
Philanthropic Planning at Marin Community Foundation, mentioned that their “entire 
focus over the last five years has been donor-engagement and advising” (personal 
communication, July 27, 2020). 
 
Community foundations that emphasize donor services were a second category 
identified for the content analysis. One interviewee believed that the younger 
foundations with smaller endowment funds had to focus on donor services in order to 
survive and grow. While this may be one strategy, it became evident that even 
donor-focused community foundations can find ways to work with DAF donors in order 
to support local causes. Jessica Sanchez, Director of Donor Relations at the Santa 
Barbara Foundation, indicated that their overall strategy stems from strong donor 
services offerings. Beyond this, she said, “As part of our services, we encourage donors 
to keep the dollars in Santa Barbara County because that’s where our constituency is” 
(personal communication, July 28, 2020).  
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The third category of community foundations identified for the content analysis is 
matchmaking. The focus here is on connecting donors to effective local nonprofits and 
serving as an intermediary to help make a positive difference in the local community. 
Matchmaking foundations really want charitable dollars to stay in the region, and they 
worry that emphasizing DAFs will inevitably lead to donors making grants across the 
country, and not necessarily focusing on the community needs.  
 
Many interviewees expressed that ideally, community foundations would both be 
donor-oriented and play a community leadership role. Jackie Downing, former Director 
of Donor Relations at the San Francisco Foundation, noted that during the Great 
Recession of 2008, “many endowments lost an enormous amount of money, just when 
the community’s needs went way up” (personal communication, July 23, 2020). This led 
to the realization that by providing staff to work with DAF donors and encouraging them 
to work in partnership with the foundation’s goals, more funds could be directed 
towards the most pressing community needs.  
 
Meanwhile, donor services foundations like the Santa Barbara Foundation only started 
appealing to DAF donors for unrestricted funding more recently. Sanchez and her team 
“realized that DAF holders are important constituents, and they have the capacity to 
support the community foundation’s work” (personal communication, July 28, 2020). 
Another donor services foundation, the Marin Community Foundation, has a different 
perspective on working with donors on regional issues. Sweeney noted:  
 

“We’re in a really really lucky position because a big chunk of our assets are 
endowed, and they have that Marin restriction on it. When we’re working with 
our clients, they can give locally, they can give nationally, internationally. And for 
us, it’s all about doing a deep dive and understanding where they’re coming 
from and what’s important for them” (personal communication, July 27, 2020).  

 
There is no one-size-fits-all approach for community foundations. Megan Barber 
Allende, CEO of the Community Foundation of Mendocino County, expressed that rural 
community foundations have a different approach from many of their urban or 
suburban counterparts. Allende acknowledged that “over half of our county is food and 
housing insecure. Our endowment is extraordinarily large, considering the economics 
that we have” (personal communication, July 29, 2020). Because of this, the focus of the 
foundation is really on connecting donors to local nonprofits that need support. In fact, 
during her 14 years at the community foundation, Allende says that DAFs were 
de-emphasized in order to remain focused on building up the endowment, which 
supports the most pressing community issues. 
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Diane Lai, a philanthropic advisor of 9 years, summarized the primary challenge of this 
research well, “the biggest issue in your research is generalizing a bespoke approach” 
(personal communication, August 4, 2020). Throughout these interviews, it became 
clear that there are no easy ways to define community foundation strategies. While the 
donor services, matchmaking, and community leadership are the three categories of 
foundations used in the content analysis, there some additional nuances that must also 
be understood. These will be touched on through the rest of the thematic discussion of 
the expert interviews.  
 

Donor Engagement. Many of the interviewees shared similar approaches to 
engaging DAF donors, whether through email communication, events, or individual 
philanthropic advising. Donor engagement goes well beyond the website indicators 
analyzed in the content analysis, like blog posts and annual reports. Multiple experts 
that were interviewed emphasized how personal DAFs are to the individuals who open 
them. P. Vien Walker, Director of Donor Engagement at the Rancho Santa Fe 
Foundation, explained: “philanthropy decisions are very personal, and they’re different 
from one person to another” (personal communication, July 24, 2020). Sweeney from 
the Marin Community Foundation echoes this sentiment, “We really focus on what the 
client is interested in, and every DAF donor has a philanthropic advisor. Every advisor 
reaches out to the client depending on their interests. Communication is tailored to the 
client” (personal communication, July 27, 2020).  
 
Other types of engagement efforts being done include educational forums to educate 
DAF holders about community issues and needs. After receiving feedback expressing 
interest in these kinds of educational events, the Santa Barbara Foundation “began 
offering nonprofit tours, allowing donors to engage with the organizations they’re 
supporting” (Sanchez, personal communication, July 28, 2020).  
 
Many community foundations expressed the importance for donors to know that they 
are a resource and a partner on the donor’s philanthropic journey. Orduña emphasized, 
“We don’t want to just open more DAFs. It’s not just about that” (personal 
communication, July 31, 2020). It is more important to align DAF grants with their own 
grantmaking priorities. There is tremendous potential to influence donors to prioritize 
equity organizations in the local region. At the Rancho Santa Fe Foundation, Walker 
stated that “We can handle philanthropic advice, but we can also bring resources 
together to help causes that can help vulnerable people and make a bigger impact” 
(personal communication, July 24, 2020). 
 
Engaging donors in a meaningful way is part of the mission of many community 
foundations. While this can be accomplished in different ways, the end result is always 
positive: more support being given to public charities.  
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Defining Success as DAF Sponsors. With differing strategies towards 

donor-advised funds, it makes sense that each foundation’s definition of success would 
also be varied. For community-focused foundations like the San Francisco Foundation, 
Orduña explains that “a successful philanthropic advisor will not only make the donor 
feel like a partner but also influence their grantmaking in the way that makes the most 
impact in the region” (personal communication, July 31, 2020). For some donor-focused 
community foundations, like the Santa Barbara Foundation, the definition of success is 
not so different. Sanchez stated that “success is looking at the dollar amount that is 
distributed both to the foundation and within the community. If we can get 100% of 
DAF holders to participate in supporting community needs in our county, that is a big 
success” (personal communication, July 28, 2020).  
 
At the Community Foundation of Mendocino County, Allende explained that there are 
two different perspectives to address when defining success. From the foundation’s 
perspective, “success is that they’re investing in the community, projects, and 
organizations that are making a difference.” From the donor standpoint, “I want them 
to feel like they got good service from our organization, they felt good about projects 
they invested in, and I want them to feel like they’re making a difference” (personal 
communication, July 29, 2020). However, the ultimate success would be if the donor 
becomes a planned giver, per the foundation’s overarching strategy. 

 
While some criticism of DAFs revolves around the lack of distribution requirements, all 
of the interviewees expressed that the vast majority of DAF holders are actively making 
grant distributions, and this is a key value of the foundation. When discussing the 
legislative efforts for regulating DAFs, Lisa Barr, a DAF professional of six years at 
multiple foundations, noted, “nobody has to give money away, and many people don’t” 
(personal communication, July 31, 2020). Her personal mantra is “to make philanthropy 
fun and easy, so people do more of it.” Many community foundation professionals seem 
to agree with this sentiment and tend to worry about the burden that new 
requirements might place on the community foundation. From the Santa Barbara 
Foundation, Sanchez expressed:  
 

“It’s very important that we keep our DAF holders active in terms of distributing 
and also engagement. We see our relationship with donors more as an 
investment with the foundation and partnering with the nonprofit sector, so we 
are able to meet those needs in the community” (personal communication, July 
28, 2020).  
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At the Marin Community Foundation, Sweeney said that “the biggest definition of our 
success is the money going out to support nonprofits. Our focus is not stockpiling the 
assets, but getting them out the door” (personal communication, July 27, 2020).  
 
One of the interviewees, Nicholas Almeida, USF adjunct professor who formerly worked 
with DAF donors at the Tides Foundation, expressed a unique perspective. He said:  
 

“the textbook answer for success is that your donor’s charitable intent has been 
satisfied. For me personally, I think donor-advised funds are a unique mechanism 
that should be used to push the envelope. They should be about investing in 
things to test new concepts, to test new approaches, and to find solutions that 
create a more positive impact in the world. The lack of regulations on 
donor-advised funds should enable more high-risk, high reward types of 
grantmaking, and investments in the world. I think it should be a tool for 
innovation” (personal communication, July 28, 2020).  

 
Commercial DAF Competition & Landscape. One key part of interviews was 

trying to understand how community foundations have pivoted their approaches to 
donor-advised funds since the commercial funds, like Fidelity and Schwab, have started 
dominating the landscape. The overall sentiment among the experts interviewed is that 
commercial funds have changed the DAF landscape, and community foundations have 
needed to differentiate themselves in order to compete. 
 
From Lai’s perspective, having worked at multiple community foundations, “There is a 
clear distinction between commercial donor-advised fund offerings and community 
foundation donor-advised fund offerings. At one point, they were in competition with 
one another” (personal communication, August 4, 2020). She also explained the 
changing view about this competition in the last few years and, “instead of competing, 
they’re trying to own and embrace the unique role a community foundation plays in 
society in the charitable community.” 
 
One important thing to understand about the commercial funds is that “they have taken 
over the transactional part of the DAF business. They have so much money to spend on 
data and systems to where they have lowered the cost of DAFs significantly where we 
just can’t compete on a price level” (Orduña, personal communication, July 31, 2020). 
Despite the inability to compete on transactions, the commercial funds have inspired 
changes within community foundations. Originally, when commercial funds were seen 
as a new competitor that would take the DAF clients away, “many of us invested in 
technology and worked on efficiency to try to compete on that. On some level, it was a 
good thing for the field. There’s nothing like competition to up your game” (Orduña, 
personal communication, July 31, 2020).  
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Community foundations also have to work much harder to open new DAFs because they 
often do not have a pre-existing relationship with the donors. Commercial funds already 
serve as fund managers to their clients, so they have this wide audience to market to, 
and they’ve been able to grow much faster than community foundations. Downing 
explained that the commercial funds and community foundations are serving two 
different kinds of DAF donors, and “if your giving isn't that big of a focus in your life and 
you just need a vehicle for it, you're more likely to end up at a commercial fund since 
they're more visible and cheaper” (personal communication, July 23, 2020).  
 
Downing also described why it is impossible to compare commercial DAF sponsors to 
community foundations. “The community foundations are the boutique option, so you 
get a much richer experience. You can't really compare them to the commercial funds — 
they're so different. One is a McDonald’s, and the other is Chez Panisse”(personal 
communication, July 23, 2020). After realizing that they can’t fairly compete with each 
other, many community foundations are shifting towards that community leadership 
strategy. Orduña noted, “Many are realizing to distinguish themselves from the 
commercial, they need to move into a leadership role to make the donor feel that they 
are partnering with someone that is making their region a better place for everyone” 
(personal communication, July 31, 2020).  
 
The Marin Community Foundation still sees commercial funds as competitors but 
acknowledges that its offerings are very different. Sweeney even said that “after 
speaking to certain prospective clients, I might refer them to Fidelity or Schwab if they 
don’t need any advice or research help and want the cheapest option. We’re not trying 
to be all things to all people.” (personal communication, July 27, 2020).  
 
Walker, at the Rancho Santa Fe Foundation, had a similar sentiment:  
 

“There’s no way we can compete with the fees of Fidelity, but the distinction is 
that they aren’t in our community. We keep donor dollars in the community, and 
we know the nonprofits that are here. Our purpose is to connect our donors with 
the local issues here. We are not trying to be the cheapest thing — it’s a 
boutique-style service where we know the clients individually, and we know the 
nonprofit fundraisers and leadership” (personal communication, July 24, 2020). 
 

Almeida explained another reason why commercial funds might be popular in the Bay 
Area in comparison with community foundations as DAF sponsors. “Many individuals in 
the Bay Area that are opening up DAFs are probably younger people going through a 
tech IPO” (personal communication, July 28, 2020). Many of them lack the experience to 
know what issues and organizations they are passionate about. Commercial funds offer 
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them “a product of convenience” that allows them to make smaller grants and postpone 
designating funds to charities. 
 
One additional perspective addressed in the interview with Lai was that DAF sponsors 
view “engagement with donor-advised funds as a spectrum from transactional to 
relational” (personal communication, August 4, 2020). This spectrum means that more 
transactional DAFs allow for lower fees, while more relational DAFs require higher fees 
to compensate for the added costs of professional philanthropic advising. Lai notes that 
“there hasn’t really been an overall trend, but community foundations have really 
worked toward being more thoughtful in their approach based on their donor 
population and who they’re serving and why they’re serving” (personal communication, 
August 4, 2020). 
 
Community foundations, even those focused on donor services, no longer seem 
persuaded to compete directly with commercial funds. Sanchez intentionally markets 
them by saying, “Yes, fees are higher, but these fees are ultimately going to be 
distributed to your community. They’re making a difference in your community” 
(personal communication, July 28, 2020). 
 
It is also important to understand how rural community foundations feel about the DAF 
competition with commercial funds. According to Allende of the Community Foundation 
of Mendocino County, the commercial funds probably have contributed to their smaller 
number of DAFs. However, this “hasn’t been too much of a negative” for them since 
they are explicitly de-emphasizing donor-advised funds (personal communication, July 
29, 2020). Allende does not want smaller DAFs opening up at the foundation because 
they do not make sense for the foundation or the donor.  
 
One unique approach that was recently taken by the San Francisco Foundation is to try 
to partner with commercial funds in order to ultimately bring more charitable dollars to 
the most pressing community challenges. He explained the process and the results: 
 

“We met with Fidelity, and they agreed to invite some of their biggest clients in 
the Bay Area to the San Francisco Foundation to listen to a discussion around 
becoming an equitable philanthropist. They loved it, interviewed our CEO, and 
that interview went into the Fidelity newsletter across the country, giving us an 
opportunity to share. Many in the field think Fidelity is a competitor, and we 
can’t be giving them anything. I don’t really care. There’s plenty of money to go 
around” (personal communication, July 31, 2020).  

 
This approach helps the community foundation direct funds to impactful organizations 
that they wanted to fund anyway. While not being compensated as a philanthropic 
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advisor to these commercial fund clients, this type of partnership allows for the San 
Francisco Foundation to direct its grants to impactful organizations with the greatest 
need. While this may not be a popular collaboration yet, there is much potential to 
produce social change on a bigger scale. 
 

Marketing and Website. Barr stated that “websites are very important, and 
community foundations are getting savvier. There’s an expectation that when you’re 
looking for information, it should be findable” (personal communication, July 31, 2020). 
This was the underlying assumption in the content analysis, that website 
communication should be clear and informative.  
 
Downing noted that “You can tell a lot about the orientation of a community foundation 
by their website” (personal communication, July 23, 2020). If the majority of a 
foundation’s resources are oriented towards its community leadership work, then the 
website will be less obviously geared towards donors.  
 
The donor services community foundations often designed their websites so that they 
would be engaging to donors. At the Santa Barbara Foundation, Sanchez said that a lot 
of thought went into their website rebranding a couple of years ago, and they “wanted 
to make sure that the content was clear and could be understood by anybody who 
approached it” (personal communication, July 28, 2020). At the same time, there was a 
balance with not overwhelming visitors to the website with too much information. 
Sanchez emphasized that “we want to give them the opportunity to pick up the phone 
to further discuss what they found on our website.” Walker was in agreement. She 
explained, “it’s important to put your information online, at least the basics. People 
looking for DAFs are not necessarily looking at the website; they’re calling” (personal 
communication, July 24, 2020). 
 
Additionally, at the Marin Community Foundation, Sweeney explained the importance 
of using language free of jargon and points out that their website is very client-centric, 
with the intention of clarifying the options that donors have. However, in conjunction 
with a clear website, many of their engagement offerings are directly communicated 
with the clients. She explained that the foundation does not normally share research on 
the website “because our clients are paying a premium, and it’s very customized and 
tailored to what they’re looking for.” 
 
Some experts explained it is not necessarily useful to orient the website for donors 
because most donors open DAFs after being referred to the community foundation, 
often by a professional advisor. Thus, they never even look at the community 
foundation websites to learn more about DAFs. Lai noted that “marketing does have a 
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place in how we inform those advisors on who we are, our value add, and the business 
case for them to have us in their toolbelt” (personal communication, August 4, 2020).  
 
Looking at website marketing was a key part of this research, and the interviewees’ 
perspectives varied on the importance of the website. While it may not be the primary 
way that donors learn about community foundations and their donor-advised fund 
offerings, it still is an important element to think about. The external perception of a 
community foundation might influence prospective donors to begin a relationship or 
not.  
 

Efficiency and Effectiveness. Looking at measures of efficiency and effectiveness 
on community foundation websites was a way to understand how these foundations 
vary in their DAF strategies. This topic resonated with many interviewees because they 
have all seen shifts in the landscape, and recognize that more shifts will come as 
technology and donor expectations evolve. 
 
At the San Francisco Foundation, they refer to these two measures as “easy and 
empowering” and have built up a donor continuum to better understand the 
relationship between these characteristics. When Orduña first arrived at the San 
Francisco Foundation, he realized that the board did not see the connection between 
DAF donors and the endowment. He showed them the various stages between opening 
a DAF as an entry point to the foundation, all the way through to leaving a legacy gift, 
showing the importance of a robust DAF program. “If the donor finds the experience 
easy, the likelihood that they're going to continue to add to their fund increases. Once 
you can get them to feel that way, it becomes easier for them to accept your 
recommendations” (personal communication, July 31, 2020). After they accept your 
advice, the next step is getting them to co-invest with the foundation, then get them to 
donate directly to the foundation. Once all of this happens, “the relationship is now 
much deeper, and it’s easier to talk about legacy.” Orduña also believes that “if you can 
become super effective and demonstrate impact, you’re going to attract more people 
than you’re going to lose.” 
 
Barr mentioned that by and large, community foundations are not very efficient. But 
“they are more effective by producing a specific kind of impact with a geographic lens,” 
and comparatively, that interaction is “colder with a commercial fund” (personal 
communication, July 31, 2020). She also notes that “people look to DAFs because 
they’re easy, and it’s a way to put some structure around your giving and be more 
deliberate.” 
 
When talking about efficiency, first, “if a community foundation and donor-advised fund 
are not making a donor’s life easier, then it’s not going to be a solution” (Lai, personal 
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communication, August 4, 2020). One way that community foundations can improve 
efficiency is through technology, like providing an online portal where donors can both 
recommend new grants and see where they have made grants in the past. At the Santa 
Barbara Foundation, they surveyed DAF holders before developing their portal to 
understand the community’s needs. Sanchez explained that their “donors' ages range 
from around 45 into the 90s, and they can all navigate through their account very easily” 
(personal communication, July 28, 2020).  
 
On the other hand, technology can be an expensive investment, and may not seem 
practical depending on the foundation’s strategies and donor needs. For example, 
Allende said that they “looked at adding a grant portal — it’s $10,000 per year. You can’t 
justify that cost for 33 DAF donors” (personal communication, July 29, 2020). At the 
Community Foundation of Mendocino County, they have asked their DAF donors their 
opinion, and have learned that the donors do not want a portal, and they prefer the 
personal touch of emailing staff to make grant recommendations. Allende recognizes 
that while it is working now, “it probably won’t always work.” She further understands 
that “The next generation of 70-year-olds is going to be very different from the current 
generation of 70-year-olds. And then we may have to evolve. Maybe at that point, we’ll 
have more DAFs. But at this point, it doesn’t make sense.” 
 
While the online portals are expensive, they still cannot compete with the technology 
utilized by commercial DAF providers. Barr pointed out that “Fidelity has a beautiful app 
where you make two clicks, and you’re set up — all with lower fees” (personal 
communication, July 31, 2020). Donors care about technology in all aspects of their 
lives, including philanthropy. Almeida also thought that “It would be extremely 
beneficial for a community foundation to make DAFs more user-friendly and limit the 
barriers to access” (personal communication, July 28, 2020). Almeida also wondered, 
“How do you make it accessible to a new donor versus a mature donor? A lot of 
community foundations are built around a mature donor, someone who calls 
themselves a philanthropist.” This is useful to think about because the next generation 
of donors will have a significantly different perspective from the primary donors of 
today. There does seem to be some tension between traditional philanthropy and new 
technology, and Almeida feels that “philanthropy and innovation fight a lot all the time, 
culturally.” Additionally, with the current climate, Almeida made another interesting 
point about the changing philanthropic landscape: “High touch, in-person 
relationship-building isn’t as easy now with COVID. The current situation may amplify 
the need to be more sophisticated digitally. It will be important for community 
foundations to prepare for the new generation of donors” (personal communication, 
July 28, 2020). 
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When asked about balancing efficiency and effectiveness, Lai explained that “There’s a 
point where the need of the community foundation to be the easy turnkey solution 
pushes up against the thoughtful approach of discussing issues and bringing new ideas 
to donors” (personal communication, August 4, 2020). She also acknowledged that 
every foundation’s approach would be different. At the Marin Community Foundation, 
Sweeney said that “Clients want flexibility in their giving. Especially as clients become 
younger, they’re looking for the most flexibility, so DAFs are a critical piece of our 
overall strategy” (personal communication, July 27, 2020). 
 
Efficiency and effectiveness, meaning a more user-friendly and impactful approach to 
philanthropy, seem to be important to younger donors who have different experiences 
from older donors. By discussing these issues with all nine of these experts, it becomes 
clear that there is much more to this research than website indicators alone.  
 

Section 5: Implications and Recommendations 

This research has provided an in-depth look at donor-advised funds in community 
foundations. Understanding the shifting DAF landscape over the past thirty years, with 
the establishment of commercial fund sponsors, informs the different strategies that 
community foundations embrace today. Being more efficient and effective as part of 
that strategy is something these foundations should continue to consider. 
 
Looking at websites and speaking with experts has led to the understanding that 
community foundations must determine how to do the most impactful work possible. 
But as Graves et al. (2014) made clear, “The gap between aspirations and what current 
policies and practices enable community foundations to achieve means that there are 
no ‘best practices’ to assert” (p. 7). This proves challenging to determine a 
one-size-fits-all solution to improving impact. However, there are three themes 
identified through this research, one which is specific to matchmaking community 
foundations, and two that can be useful for all of them: 
 

1. Matchmaking foundations should re-evaluate their strategy: Determine an 
economic model and strategy that will enable the growth of your staff size, 
which will increase efficiency and effectiveness. 

2. Strategize for the next generation: Adopting new technology will be critical for 
future generations of donors. Online portals and revamped websites will make 
community foundations more relevant and approachable. 

3. Return to community roots: Community foundations simply cannot compete 
with commercial DAFs in terms of cost or technology. They should embrace the 
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unique community approach of their founding. 

Matchmaking: Path Towards Efficiency and Effectiveness 
The first recommendation is for community foundations that fall into the classification 
of matchmaking. Based on the analysis, it is clear that these kinds of foundations cannot 
be all things to all people. These foundations tend to straddle between the donor 
services and community leadership approaches, ultimately doing neither very well.  
 
The matchmaking approach is especially detrimental to organizations with small staff 
sizes. The first step towards achieving greater impact is developing an economic model 
to grow assets that allow for the hiring of more staff (see figure 5). In order for 
matchmaking community foundations to make a bigger impact on their communities, 
they need to shift to this high impact zone by either concentrating on community 
leadership or donor services. There are examples of small community foundations that 
are more efficient and effective, but this is often due to having a clear strategy. 
 

Figure 5: Model for Successful Community Foundation Strategy 

 

Source: Author’s creation.  

 
This is easier said than done. Of course, matchmaking community foundations with 
small endowments in rural communities would want to build up resources and be able 
to hire more staff in an ideal world. However, this may not seem feasible given current 
financial constraints. One recommendation is to seek out nonprofit organizations that 
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can help with strategic planning and capacity building. These groups exist, and they can 
help. Sometimes an outside perspective can reframe the challenges that a community 
foundation may face and help to ensure long term sustainability.  
 
Attracting the Next Generation of Donors 
The second recommendation for community foundations is to embrace technology in 
order to increase efficiency. This will be critical for attracting the next generation of 
donors. Something as simple as having an online portal where donors can make grant 
recommendations and see where they have granted funds in the past is not only a nice 
feature, but expected. 
 
Investing in technology and efficient systems will be critical for future generations. 
When the next generation of donors is in their prime giving years, they will expect 
efficiency. Those donors will have never lived in a world without the internet and 
smartphones. In the next decade, perhaps technology will become more affordable and 
accessible to smaller community foundations. 
 
Younger donors see philanthropy in a substantially different way from previous 
generations. They care about results and quantifying impact. They prefer innovative 
approaches to philanthropy, like giving circles and impact investing. Their values also 
determine which companies they choose to purchase products from, and they consider 
this all connected with their own impact on society. 
 
As briefly addressed in the data analysis through the interview with Nicholas Almeida, 
DAFs allow for innovation. Community foundations should leverage the opportunity to 
use DAFs in new ways that can produce an increased impact from the traditional 
grantmaking model.  
 
Return to Community Roots 
Finally, community foundations need to embrace the local community approach and 
stick to what they do best. There is no way for community foundations to compete with 
commercial funds sponsors on an efficiency level, but focusing on the local issues will 
attract and impress donors who want to make a local impact. 
 
By looking to Ruben Orduña’s donor continuum for inspiration, community foundations 
can look at DAFs as an entry point for donors to build a relationship with the foundation. 
Remember that simply increasing the number of DAFs alone will not enable a 
foundation to grow into a leadership role in the region. It is critical for foundations to 
bring DAF donors on a journey, from recommending local ways to give, to co-investing, 
to getting direct donations to the foundation, and even obtaining a legacy gift. With this 
approach, success will mean influencing donors towards a local mission.  
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Community foundations cannot solve local problems alone, and DAFs are important 
partners for regional change. By working with DAF donors to support nonprofits that the 
foundation would have supported anyway, more dollars will be directed towards the 
most pressing issues being addressed by effective nonprofits.  
 

Section 6: Conclusions 
This research began by reviewing the donor-advised fund landscape as a whole, 
including multiple types of sponsoring organizations. At the outset, the intention was to 
understand how community foundations can harness the popularity of DAFs to ensure 
that they remain relevant and effective community institutions. By focusing on 
efficiency and effectiveness specifically, it would be possible to analyze the dynamic 
between these attributes within community foundations. 
 
After identifying the different strategic approaches of community foundations and then 
scoring them based on the efficiency and effectiveness website indicators, it was clear 
that matchmaking community foundations have the lowest scores. By interviewing 
experts in the community foundation and donor-advised fund fields, the understanding 
of DAF strategies in relation to efficiency and effectiveness became more clear. This led 
to the three recommendations listed in the previous section of this report. 
 
There are some limitations to this research that are important to address. First, the 
content analysis of website indicators may not accurately reflect the engagement 
strategies done on an individual or face-to-face basis. The efficiency and effectiveness 
indicators were developed based on information easily obtained from the community 
foundation websites, and can certainly not show the full picture of an organization’s 
engagement practices. Some might consider this type of analysis superficial since it only 
shows an external perspective. However, the next generation of donors cares about 
how an organization presents itself on its website, and so this measurement is still 
useful. 
 
Further, categorizing community foundations is subjective, and some might characterize 
themselves differently. The categorizations determined for the content analysis were 
based on the mission, values, and vision statements of each foundation, as well as other 
website orientation characteristics.  
 
Future research could expand on the region of focus and also look at different kinds of 
DAF sponsoring organizations. Additionally, surveying community foundations is a 
different approach that could be beneficial, since this would allow the foundations to 
self-categorize, eliminating any question on the part of the researcher.  
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Appendix A: Content Analysis Indicators 

 

Efficiency definition for content analysis: Attracting more charitable dollars, 
communicating clearly about DAFs, user-friendly experience 
 
Efficiency website indicators: 
 

1. DAF contributions per capita? 
2. Are DAF contributions per capita greater than grants made per capita? 
3. What is the minimum amount to open a DAF? 
4. Is there an online portal? 
5. How many clicks to get DAF info from the home page of the website? 
6. What kind of contact information is published on the DAF landing page? 
7. What is the level of DAF description on the website? 

 
Effectiveness definition for content analysis: Granting more charitable dollars, 
educating about local issues, convening community stakeholders 
 
Effectiveness website indicators: 
 

1. DAF grants per capita? 
2. Are DAF grants made per capita greater than contributions per capita? 
3. Is there an explicit mention of local grantmaking with DAF? 
4. Do they post a recent annual report? 
5. Do they provide education about local issues, nonprofits, and philanthropy 
6. How frequent are blogs and articles posted to the website? 
7. Do they hold events with community partners? 
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Appendix B: Interview Questions 

 

Note: This list of questions is not exhaustive. The interviews were semi-structured, and 

often follow-up questions varied depending on the responses. 

 

I. What is the strategic approach of your community foundation? Were they more 

donor-centric, focused on matchmaking donors with nonprofits, or community 

leadership/policy-focused? Do you see this as an accurate depiction of the 

community foundation landscape? 

II. In all your experience, what are the most effective ways to market and attract 

more donors to open DAFs?  

III. What are your strategies to engage DAF donors? 

IV. How has your marketing and engagement approach with DAFs changed in the 

past ten years? 

V. More and more DAFs are opened by donors at national sponsoring institutions 

like Fidelity and Schwab. Has this affected your work with DAFs? 

VI. Can you share your thoughts on the importance of efficiency and effectiveness 

when working with DAF donors? Where’s the balance between providing a 

service that’s easy to use, and making sure that you are helping donors with 

effective grantmaking? 

VII. How would you define success as a DAF sponsor?  What are some of the 

takeaways you want your donors to have with their partnership with you? 
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Appendix C: List of Community Foundations Analyzed 

 

 

California Community Foundation Orange County Community Foundation 

Central Valley Community Foundation Pasadena Community Foundation 

Community Foundation for Monterey County Placer Community Foundation 

Community Foundation for San Benito County Rancho Santa Fe Foundation 

Community Foundation of Mendocino County Sacramento Region Community Foundation 

Community Foundation of San Joaquin San Diego Foundation 

Community Foundation of Sonoma County San Francisco Foundation 

Community Foundation of the Verdugos San Luis Obispo County Community Foundation 

Community Foundation Santa Cruz County Santa Barbara Foundation 

East Bay Community Foundation Shasta Regional Community Foundation 

Humboldt Area Foundation Silicon Valley Community Foundation 

Inland Empire Community Foundation Solano Community Foundation 

Kern Community Foundation Stanislaus Community Foundation 

Marin Community Foundation Tahoe Truckee Community Foundation 

Napa Valley Community Foundation Ventura County Community Foundation 
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Appendix D: List of Experts Interviewed 

▪ Megan Barber Allende, CEO at Community Foundation of Mendocino County 

▪ Nick Almeida, USF Professor and DAF Professional 

▪ Lisa Barr, DAF Professional of 6 years 

▪ Jackie Downing, Former Director of Donor Relations at San Francisco Foundation 

▪ Diane Lai, Philanthropic Advisor of 9 years  

▪ Ruben Orduña, Chief of Philanthropy at San Francisco Foundation 

▪ Jessica Sanchez, Director of Donor Relations at Santa Barbara Foundation 

▪ Linda Sweeney, Senior Director, Philanthropic Planning at Marin Community 

Foundation 

▪ P. Vien Walker, Director of Donor Engagement at Rancho Santa Fe Foundation 
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